
MGMT 8170 – Global Growth of Emerging Firms 
 Course Syllabus, Spring 2024 
TTh 1:45-3:15pm, SHDH 1206 

 
Faculty: Professor Natalie Carlson 
Office:  Steinberg-Dietrich 2015  
Office Hours: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 4-5pm. Feel free to email me directly for appointments 
outside of regular office hours. 
Email: ncarlson@wharton.upenn.edu 
 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Emerging firms are a critical element of economic growth, and a key source of gains in 
innovation and social welfare. This course is designed to depart from the U.S.-centric 
conversation on startups – with its outsized focus on Silicon Valley – and train a critical eye on 
some of the unique innovations emerging from new regional hotspots across the globe, with a 
particular focus on developing and emerging economies. We will discuss the challenges faced by 
founders in different global contexts, the components of a robust institutional ecosystem, and the 
ways in which creative solutions may flourish in response to local problems. Along the way, 
students will gain a virtual view into global startup communities, and personalized insights from 
firm founders operating around the world – from Rio to Accra to Bangkok.  
 
The course will be structured in three primary parts. The first and longest section will discuss the 
Key Challenges for emerging firm growth across the globe, such as access to talent and 
resources, political risk, and legal institutions. The second section will highlight particularly 
active areas of Context-Driven Innovation that are thriving in various regions, such as financial 
technology, mobile health products, and clean energy. The final section will train Regional 
Spotlights on different geographic areas in turn, so that we may focus on the challenges and 
opportunities specific to various parts of the world.  
 
This course is relevant to both U.S. and non-U.S. students, and it is expected that students will 
bring their own backgrounds and experiences to contribute to lively class discussions. The course 
will culminate with a final salon, in which you and a group will engage with a reading list 
developed by one of your classmates. 
 
COURSE READINGS 
 
You can find the readings in one of three places: (1) the Study.net course pack, (2) the library, or 
(3) the hyperlinks provided for those readings that are publicly available online. If you have any 
issues accessing the readings or any other course materials, please contact me so that we can 
find a solution. 
 
Recommended Listening 



For most of the sessions, I have included recommended podcast episodes that complement the 
course content. These are not required, but I encourage you to listen, as they allow opportunities 
to apply the course materials and may provide inspiration for assignments and class discussion. 
 
GRADING 
 
This course is discussion-based, and regular attendance and participation are expected. I am not 
interested in assigning or grading “busywork.” I encourage you to use the (very flexible) 
assignments to deepen your own interests and pursue lines of inquiry that are valuable to you. 
 
Generative AI is part of our new reality, and so this course has an unrestricted policy with 
respect to its use. You will be responsible for any inaccurate, biased, offensive, or otherwise 
unethical content you submit regardless of whether it originally comes from you or an AI 
program. If you use an AI program, its contribution must be acknowledged in the assignment. 
The university's policy on plagiarism still applies to any uncited or improperly cited use of work 
by other human beings, or submission of work by other human beings as your own. 
 
Information about each of these assignment components can be found below.  
 
Attendance and Participation (25%) 
 
Lecture attendance is required and counts toward your grade. Attendance will be taken at every 
lecture through Canvas check-in (barring the first lecture).  
 
Authorized Absences: You have two “freebie” absences throughout the semester, no questions 
asked. Each additional absence beyond the two permitted ones will result in a 1-point deduction 
from your attendance grade.  
 
Participation: To earn full participation points, you must actively and productively engage in 
any group discussions and exercises. I will give you a heads up the day before class if I plan to 
“warm call” you during a given discussion. 
 
Mini-Lecture (25%) 
 
Given the broad base of content that this course covers, I have found that one of the most 
valuable aspects for students has been learning from their peers’ experiences and expertise. Mini-
lectures are an opportunity for students to share a 10-15 minute presentation on a topic of their 
choosing, on a day in which it complements the syllabus content. The second class of the 
semester will be dedicated to choosing a topic and date for your mini-lecture, after having a 
chance to network with classmates. 
 
Mini-lectures can be conducted solo (10 minutes) or in groups of two (15 minutes). In 
brainstorming topics for your lecture, think about what unique expertise you bring that could 
enrich your classmates’ knowledge. Some brief examples: 

• I consulted for a healthcare startup in Colombia last summer. Here’s what I learned from 
that experience. [For the session on Healthcare (3/21) or Latin America (4/9)] 



• I spent years working in the insurance industry. Given my experience, here are some 
challenges I think insurtech faces, particularly in emerging economies. [For the Fintech 
II session (3/19)] 

• My classmate and I are both from [country]. Here’s what outsiders misunderstand about 
the business culture and what you should know if you want to do business there. [For one 
of the regional spotlights sessions (4/4-4/16)] 

 
If you don’t feel you have any relevant experiences to share, you can also pursue a small 
research project on a topic related to the course. For example: 
 

• How is AI being used to increase agricultural yields, and how well do these technologies 
really work? I dug into the research and here’s what I found. [For the session on AI 
(3/12) or Agribusiness (3/28)] 

 
You have broad license to structure your mini-lecture however you like (feel free to make it 
interactive or incorporate interviews with others). At the end of each presentation, though, I’d 
like you to present a concise set of takeaways for your classmates. That is, think clearly about the 
most important things you’d like them to learn and remember from your presentation. 
 
After each mini-lecture, we will have an opportunity for Q&A. This is not a test, just a learning 
opportunity. Don’t panic if you’re not sure right away what your lecture should be – we can 
work together to choose something you’re excited about. 
 
Your Personal Syllabus (25%) 
 
The midterm assignment will be a personal syllabus or reading list that you develop on a topic of 
your choosing, related to the course. The syllabus should be two to five pages long and comprise: 
 

• A roughly paragraph-long thesis statement explaining the motivation of the syllabus and 
what readers should learn from following your curriculum 

• A variety of different types of material (academic articles, popular media, books, cases, 
podcasts – even novels or films are welcome, if they complement the subject!) 

• Discussion questions and commentary on the materials 
 
You can find an example of what a completed version of the syllabus might look like on Canvas 
under Files. I encourage you to develop your syllabus on a topic that is meaningful and relevant 
to you. It can contain a mix of materials you have already read and things you plan to read – that 
is, it’s okay if you haven’t read every item included from cover to cover, but each choice should 
be considered and justified.  
 
Please choose a topic by Thursday, February 8th and list it on this sheet for approval. 
 
The syllabus will be due before break on Friday, February 23rd, by 11:59pm. I will be posting 
the completed assignments on Canvas to share with your classmates. Along with your reading 
group, you will then be choosing a syllabus to follow for the final assignment (see below). 
 



 
Final Reading Group and Salon (25%) 
 
For the final project, I’d like you to form reading groups of four to six students. You have until 
Tuesday, March 12th, to choose your own group and list them on this sheet; after that, I will 
assign groups of the remaining students randomly. 
 
Each reading group will choose a classmate’s syllabus (not written by someone in your group) to 
follow collectively. Please choose at least two pieces from the syllabus that you will all read, and 
the other pieces can be divided among the group members. We will have a in-class salon (think 
book club – if the weather is nice we can take it outside) on Thursday, April 18th,  the last day 
of class. I will be floating among the groups and will expect to hear robust and energetic 
discussion. 
 
After the salon, I would like each of you to write an individual paper of roughly two to three 
pages (750-1500 words) reflecting on your experience with the readings and the group 
discussion. This essay can be informal in tone; I am more interested in hearing what you found 
challenging, thought-provoking, or novel about the readings than I am in reading a summary.  
 
The reflection paper will be due Thursday, April 25th, by 11:59pm. 
 
 
 
COURSE POLICIES 
 
All students are responsible for reading, understanding, and following the course policies posted 
below and on Canvas regarding class expectations, absences, withdrawals, exam conflicts, and 
academic integrity.  
 
Fancy Friday breakfasts: I will host semi-regular Friday breakfasts at the Four Seasons for 
groups of up to five students. These are of course optional but I encourage you to join for at least 
one if you are free – it’s the best view in the city! Note that these breakfasts may be joint with 
my undergrad students. Sign-up can be found here and linked to the home page on Canvas. 
 
Final class conflicts: Per university policy, excused absences are only granted in cases of a 
conflicting class, a conflicting exam, a religious holiday, a serious illness or a grave family 
emergency, and each of these situations must be documented to our satisfaction. Note that 
Student Health Services do not deliver justifications for absences from class or exams, per their 
policy. Job interviews, incompatible travel plans, and forgetfulness will be considered unexcused 
absences. We require at least two weeks’ notice for foreseeable conflicts.  
 
Special needs: If you have any kind of learning or physical disability, please notify me (by email 
or during office hours) so that we can discuss how best to support you. Any students who require 
special arrangements for their classes or exams must have an official letter from student 
disability services. They should submit this letter together with their request for special 
arrangements to the professor as early in the semester as possible. 



 
Academic integrity: Students are required to abide by the University’s policy of academic 
integrity at all times.  
 
Ethics and use of prior materials: You should not use previously completed case write-ups, 
summaries of readings, or other “cheat sheets”. 
  



 
READINGS AND SCHEDULE 

 
 

Part 1: Key Challenges 
 
 
An Introduction to International Emerging Firms (1/16) 
 
Readings 
 

• Breznitz, D. (2021). Innovation in Real Places: Strategies for Prosperity in an 
Unforgiving World. Oxford University Press, USA. (Chapter 1: “The New Globlization 
of Innovation.”) 

• Lazarow, A. (2020). Beyond Silicon Valley. Harvard Business Review. 
• Rest of World (2023). “40 Companies That Are Beating the West.” 

<https://restofworld.org/2023/rest-vs-west/> 
• [OPTIONAL] Habiby, Anne S., and Deirdre M. Coyle. "The High-Intensity 

Entrepreneur." Harvard Business Review 88.9 (2010): 74-78. 
• [OPTIONAL] Florida, Richard and Ian Hathaway. “How the Geography of Startups and 

Innovation Is Changing.” Harvard Business Review (2018).  
• Recommended Listening: “How Entrepreneurs Succeed Outside Silicon Valley,” HBR 

IdeaCast, <https://hbr.org/podcast/2020/04/how-entrepreneurs-succeed-outside-silicon-
valley> 

• Recommended Listening: “Silicon Valley is Not Normal — What Innovation Looks Like 
in the Real World,” The Essential Podcast, <https://www.spglobal.com/en/research-
insights/articles/the-essential-podcast-episode-43-silicon-valley-is-not-normal-what-
innovation-looks-like-in-the-real-world> 
 

Discussion Questions 
 

• Contrast the approaches to global innovation found in the Breznitz and Lazarow readings. 
Which piece resonated more with you? 

• Consider a city or region you know well. Is it an innovation center? Which of the four 
stages of innovation describes it best? 

• What are some of the unifying features that distinguish the environments of entrepreneurs 
operating in emerging economies from those in more mature economies? 

• Take a look at Rest of World’s list of 40 companies. What strikes you about the 
selections? Any unifying themes connecting the business models of the selected firms? 

• What global forces are likely to shift the geography of innovation in 2024 and beyond?  
 
 
 
Internal Networking/Collaborative Course Planning (1/18) 
 
No assigned readings for this session! In this class we will: 



 
• Spend the first half getting to meet the classmates you don’t yet know and learn a bit 

more about their expertise and interests. 
• Choose a topic and date for your mini-lecture (see details of this assignment above). 
• In preparation, please review the syllabus in detail and begin thinking about when you 

might like to contribute your mini-lecture. 
• If you are new to the course and missed the first lecture, take the opportunity to review 

the readings from the first session. 
 
 
Ecosystems and Hubs (1/23) 
 
Readings 
 

• “A Note on Entrepreneurial Ecosystems in Developing Economies.” Stanford GSB Case 
Note (2016). 

• Gonzalez-Uribe, Juanita, and Michael Leatherbee. "The effects of business accelerators 
on venture performance: Evidence from start-up Chile." The Review of Financial 
Studies 31.4 (2018): 1566-1603. [Please read Introduction, Discussion, & Conclusion 
sections and skim the rest] 

• Assenova, V. A. (2020). “Early-stage venture incubation and mentoring promote 
learning, scaling, and profitability among disadvantaged entrepreneurs.” Organization 
Science, 31(6), 1560-1578. 

• [OPTIONAL] Thomas, E., Faccin, K., & Asheim, B. T. (2021). “Universities as 
orchestrators of the development of regional innovation ecosystems in emerging 
economies.” Growth and Change, 52(2), 770-789. 

• [OPTIONAL] Isenberg, Daniel J. "How to Start an Entrepreneurial Revolution." Harvard 
Business Review 88.6 (2010): 40-50.  

• [OPTIONAL] Roberts, Peter and Randall Kempner. “Startup Accelerators Have Become 
More Popular in Emerging Markets – and They’re Working.” Harvard Business Review 
(2017). 

• Recommended Listening: “Innovation Hubs (CcHub, iHub & others),” Afrobility, 
<https://www.afrobility.com/episode/12-innovation-hubs-cchub-ihub-others-how-african-
incubators-accelerators-co-working-spaces-are-nurturing-entrepreneurship-and-building-
the-tech-ecosystem> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• Evaluate the eight pillars framework given by the Stanford case note. Is there anything 
you would change, add, or subtract if you were creating your own taxonomy of an 
entrepreneurial ecosystem? 

• Do you think dynamic entrepreneurial ecosystems can be deliberately engineered by 
public or private actors? If yes, how? If not, why not? 

• Using the eight pillars, evaluate Philadelphia or another ecosystem you know well. What 
are the strongest and weakest aspects of the ecosystem? 



• How does this framework intersect with the four stages of innovation discussed in the 
reading from Innovation in Real Places from the previous class? Are they compatible? 

• Hubs and coworking spaces are an aggregate of several functions: how do they provide 
value to emerging firms? What do you view as the most important function? 

• The study of Start-Up Chile found that entrepreneurship schooling improved venture 
performance, but basic services like coworking space didn’t have much impact. Why do 
you think this might be? Do you think this generalizes to other countries and contexts? 

 
 
 
Talent (1/25) 
 
Readings 
 

• “Andela: Africa's AWS for Talent.” Harvard Business School Case (2021). 
• Carranza, E., & Mckenzie, D. J. (2023). “Job Training and Job Search Assistance Policies 

in Developing Countries.” World Bank Working Paper. 
• [OPTIONAL] Kempner, Randall. “Help Wanted: Solving the Talent Challenge for 

Emerging Market Entrepreneurs.” Financial Times (2015). 
• [OPTIONAL] Chutel, Lynsey. “One Year in the Infuriating and Humiliating Search for a 

Job in South Africa.” The New York Times (2023). 
• Recommended Listening: “Smart People Should Build Things – On Recruiting and the 

Global Competition for Top Talent,” The Flip, <https://theflip.africa/podcast/s2e10/> 
• Recommended Listening: “Investing in Future Africa with Iyinoluwa Aboyeji,” Glocal 

Citizens, 
<https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9mZWVkcy5maXJlc2lkZS5mbS9nbG
9jYWxjaXRpemVucy9yc3M/episode/YzZiMjU5NTEtYzQ5Yi00NDc2LWFlZmItNmUx
MWM1MzZkYWNk> 
 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• Discuss some shifting forces in the global talent landscape over the past decade.  
• What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of high-investment internal training 

programs? 
• How does risk tolerance impact the ability of founders to recruit talent? 
• What have been some of the challenges encountered by labor market intermediation 

programs?  
• Are there any talent “arbitrage” opportunities that you think are underexploited? 

 
 
 
Economic and Social Institutions (1/30) 
 
Readings 
 



• “Entrepreneurship in a Harsh Business Climate: Reform-Era Vietnam.” Stanford GSB 
Case (2003).  

• Lerner, Josh, and Joacim Tåg. "Institutions and Venture Capital." Industrial and 
Corporate Change 22.1 (2013): 153-182. 

• [OPTIONAL] Campos, F., Goldstein, M., & McKenzie, D. J. (2018). “How should the 
government bring small firms into the formal system? Experimental evidence from 
Malawi.” World Bank Policy Research Working Paper, (8601). 

• [OPTIONAL] Levy, Brian, et al. "South Africa: When Strong Institutions and Massive 
Inequalities Collide." (2021). Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 
<https://carnegieendowment.org/2021/03/18/south-africa-when-strong-institutions-and-
massive-inequalities-collide-pub-84063>. 

• Recommended Listening: “The Story of Vietnam’s Economic Revolution,” Dollar & 
Sense, <https://www.brookings.edu/podcast-episode/the-story-of-vietnams-economic-
revolution/> 
 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• How did the three Vietnamese entrepreneurs in the case navigate the market reform 
transition period? 

• Dispute resolution is a key theme in each of the three entrepreneurs’ stories. How do they 
approach disputes in the absence of reliable courts? 

• How do intermediaries and credibility-enhancing organizations impact the trust 
environment in a given market? 

• How does economic inequality within a country interact with its institutional 
environment? 

• Discuss one or two of what you view as the most important institutional factors (e.g. tax 
policies, labor market regulations, stock markets) impacting the venture capital industry. 

 
 
 
Geopolitics and Political Risk (2/1) 
 
Readings 
 

• [listen or read] Patel, Nilay. “Inside the Global Battle Over Chip Manufacturing.” 
<https://www.theverge.com/23578430/chip-war-chris-miller-asml-intel-apple-samsung-
us-china-decoder> 

o [OPTIONAL: read the whole book instead!] Miller, C. (2022). Chip War: The 
Fight for the World's Most Critical Technology. Simon and Schuster. 

• Bounds, Andy. “Entrepreneurs Weigh Effects of Geopolitical Upheaval.” Financial 
Times (2019). 

• Recommended Listening: “What Global Political Risk Consulting is All About w/ Ian 
Bremmer, Eurasia Group,” Time4Coffee, <https://time4coffee.org/339-what-global-
political-risk-consulting-is-all-about-w-ian-bremmer-eurasia-group/> 

 



 
Discussion Questions 
 

• How can firms prepare differently for local political risk (e.g. the Arab Spring) versus 
global political risk (e.g. the 2008 crisis)? 

• Discuss the importance of on-the-ground knowledge with respect to assessing local 
political risk. 

• In what ways do geopolitical tensions, like those between the U.S. and China, influence 
the global semiconductor industry? How should global companies navigate these 
tensions? 

• Discuss the ethical and economic considerations involved in restricting technology 
exports to certain countries, as seen in the case of the U.S. pressuring the Netherlands to 
limit exports to China. 

 
 
Early-Stage Financing (2/6) 
 
Readings 
 

• Hoang, K. K. (2018). Risky investments: How local and foreign investors finesse 
corruption-rife emerging markets. American Sociological Review, 83(4), 657-685. 

• Zaccaria, L. (2023). Are family and friends the wrong investors? Evidence from US start-
ups. Journal of Corporate Finance, 79, 102368. 

• [OPTIONAL] Mason, C., Botelho, T., & Harrison, R. (2019). The changing nature of 
angel investing: some research implications. Venture Capital, 21(2-3), 177-194. 

• [OPTIONAL] “A Note on Financing Entrepreneurial Ventures in Developing 
Economies.” Stanford GSB Case Note (2020). 

• [OPTIONAL] Arditti, Guillaume. “How to Close Africa’s Financing Gap.” World 
Economic Forum (2019). <https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/02/closing-africa-s-
financing-gap> 

• Recommended Listening: “Yele Bademosi – On people, startups and funding in Africa, pt 
1,” Building the Future, <https://drdotun.com/yele-bademosi-on-people-startups-and-
funding-in-africa-pt-1/> 

• Recommended Listening: “Seedstars World in Asia with Karen Mok,” Analyze Asia, 
<https://analyse.asia/2015/12/20/episode-82-seedstars-world-in-asia-with-karen-mok/> 
 

 
Discussion Questions 

• Discuss some of the benefits and drawbacks of bootstrapping in the early stages of 
growth. 

• Zaccaria (2023) shows that in the U.S., informal financing can reduce the likelihood of 
future fundraising. Do you think this finding would extend to emerging markets? Why or 
why not? 

• How do legal regimes and country of incorporation affect a firm’s ability to raise 
funding? 

• How do investors broker relationships with state officials and why is that important? 



 
Venture Capital (2/8) 
 
Readings 
 

• “Scaling ALLVP in Latin America.” Stanford GSB Case (2020). 
• [Parts I and II only required] Gilson, Ronald J. "Engineering a Venture Capital Market: 

Lessons from the American Experience." Stanford Law Review 55 (2002): 1067. 
• [OPTIONAL] Alvarez-Garrido, E. (2023). “Move-in Ready or Fixer-Upper? VC 

Specialization and Start-up Innovation.” Strategy Science, 8(3), 368-386. 
• Recommended Listening: “A Vision of Venture Capital in Latin America Amid the 

Pandemic,” Latin America News, <https://labsnews.com/en/news/technology/a-vision-of-
venture-capital-in-latin-america-amid-the-pandemic/> 

• Recommended Listening:  “VC Investment Booming in Africa,” The Moneypot, 
<https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-15-vc-investment-booming-in-
africa/id1475500357?i=1000468170264>  

• Recommended Listening:  “Building at VC Scale in Southeast Asia,” The AWS Startup 
Podcast, <https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/building-at-vc-scale-in-southeast-
asia/id1482058988?i=1000488074126> 
 

Discussion Questions 
• What makes it difficult for the government or other players to engineer a dynamic 

venture capital market?  
• How does staged financing assist in managing uncertainty? 
• Is traditional venture capital investment the best funding structure for firms in developing 

and emerging economies? What aspects could be changed to better suit these contexts? 
• Are you sold on the “fixer-upper” strategy described in the Alvarez-Garrido paper? Why 

or why not? 
 
 
Boundary of the Firm & Professional Services (2/13) 
 
Readings 
 

• “Polymath Ventures: Building an International Incubator.” USC Marshall Case SCG-521 
(2016). 

• Anderson, S. J., & McKenzie, D. (2021). “What Prevents More Small Firms from Using 
Professional Business Services? An Information and Quality-Rating Experiment in 
Nigeria.” World Bank Working Paper. 

• Recommended Listening: “Empowering businesses and the middle class of Latin 
America: Wenyi Cai, Polymath,” Latitud Podcast, 
<https://www.latitud.com/podcast/127-empowering-businesses-and-the-middle-class-of-
latin-america-wenyi-cai-polymath > 

 
 
Discussion Questions 



 
• Discuss when and why a start-up might prefer to use professional services versus 

building a capability in-house. What are some of the considerations that go into these 
decisions? 

• What are some of the particular challenges faced in emerging markets with respect to 
business services? 

• What do you think about Polymath’s dilemma with respect to shared services? Should 
they spin them off, dissolve them, or keep them in house? 

• Discuss the results of the Anderson and McKenzie (2023) experiment in Nigeria. Why do 
you think they found what they did? 

 
 
Impact (2/15) 
 
 
Readings 
 

• Addy, Chris, et al. "Calculating the Value of Impact Investing: An Evidence-Based Way 
to Estimate Social and Environmental Returns." Harvard Business Review 97.1 (2019): 
102-109. 

• Aisbett, Emma, et al. “Do Multinational Corporations Exploit Foreign Workers?” JHC 
Fritz Foley, Global Goliaths: Multinational Corporations in the 21st Century 
Economy (2021): 259-300. < https://haas.berkeley.edu/wp-
content/uploads/Global_Goliaths_7_Aisbett-Harrison-Levine-Scorse-Silver_2p_hc.pdf> 

• [OPTIONAL] Simons, Bright. “A Short Story of Transmediary Platforms.” 
Breakthrough, Chapter 11. Brookings Institution Press (2022). 

• [OPTIONAL] Chen, Jane. “Should Your Business Be Nonprofit or For-Profit?” Harvard 
Business Review (2013). 

• Recommended Listening: “Jane Chen – Embrace the Entrepreneurial Journey,” Stanford 
eCorner, 
<https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9mZWVkcy5zb3VuZGNsb3VkLmNvb
S91c2Vycy9zb3VuZGNsb3VkOnVzZXJzOjIwMTg2ODAvc291bmRzLnJzcw/episode/d
GFnOnNvdW5kY2xvdWQsMjAxMDp0cmFja3MvMjkwMDgyNzE1> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• How can investors estimate the value of social or environmental returns? What are some 
of the associated practical and moral issues? 

• What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of trying to simultaneously 
maximize financial and social returns (i.e., the double- or triple-bottom line approach)? 

• How should entrepreneurs in emerging markets think about approaching an impact 
investor versus a more traditional funding source? 

• How does a firm’s legal status affect its ability to raise funding? 
 
 
 



Context-Specific Innovation (2/20) 
 
Readings 
 

• “ZipDial: Reaching the Next Three Billion Consumers.” Stanford GSB Case IDE07 
• [OPTIONAL] Christensen, Clayton M., Efosa Ojomo, and Karen Dillon. "Cracking 

Frontier Markets." Harvard Business Review (2019). 
• [OPTIONAL] Netessine, Serguei and Ioana Popescu. “A Lean Startup Approach to 

International Development.” Harvard Business Review (2014).  
• Recommended Listening: “Sanjay Swamy, Prime Venture Partners,” 100x Entrepreneur, 

<https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/sanjay-swamy-prime-venture-
partners/id1457308560?i=1000463718137> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• What role does experimentation play in the development of products for local markets? 
• Discuss some of the ways that ZipDial leveraged understanding of local consumer 

behavior in designing their campaigns. 
• What is the value in being able to connect offline to online behaviors? 
 

 
 
Wildcard Session (2/22) 
 
The wildcard session is not a free-for-all, but rather time allocated to address emergent themes 
that have come up over the semester and do not neatly fit into any of the prior scheduled 
sessions. Our topics for the day will therefore emerge from your interests. 
 
In the wildcard spirit, I have included some readings that do not fit any specific session topic, but 
are simply some of the more thought-provoking materials I have recently encountered (and some 
are truly off-the-wall). I am happy to take suggestions for other materials to recommend to your 
classmates! All of the below are optional. 
 
 
Readings (all optional) 
 

• [OPTIONAL] Ledgard, Jonathan. “Interspecies Money.” Breakthrough, Chapter 5. 
Brookings Institution Press (2022). 

• [OPTIONAL] Chen, Lulu Yilun. Influence Empire: The Story of Tencent and China's 
Tech Ambition. Hachette UK, 2022.  

• [OPTIONAL] Rothman, Joshua. “Becoming You: Are You the Same Person You Used 
to Be?” The New Yorker (2022). 

• [OPTIONAL] Farago, Jason. “A Messy Table, a Map of the World.” The New York 
Times (2022). 

• [OPTIONAL] Shankland, Stephen. “The Secret Life of the 500+ Cables That Run the 
Internet.” CNET (2023). 



• [OPTIONAL] Kara, Siddharth. Cobalt Red: How the Blood of the Congo Powers Our 
Lives. St. Martin's Griffin, 2023. 

 
 
 
 
 
Part 2: Areas of Innovation 
 
 
 
Artificial Intelligence (3/12) 
 
Readings 
  

• Deck, Andrew. “The workers at the frontlines of the AI revolution.” Rest of World 
(2023). <https://restofworld.org/2023/ai-revolution-outsourced-workers/> 

• “Sama: Building an Ethical AI Business.” INSEAD Case (2022). 
• [OPTIONAL]  Wang, Xiaofei, et al. "ChatGPT: promise and challenges for deployment 

in low-and middle-income countries." The Lancet Regional Health–Western Pacific 41 
(2023). 

• Recommended Listening: “Technology Solving the ‘Prosperity Paradox’ - Guest: Wendy 
Gonzalez, CEO of Sama”, CIO Exchange Podcast, <https://muckrack.com/podcast/cio-
exchange-podcast/episodes/technology-solving-the-prosperity-paradox-guest-we/> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• How is the rise of generative AI tools reshaping the global outsourcing industry? Discuss 
the implications for businesses in industrialized nations that rely on outsourced labor.  

• What are the ethical considerations for businesses when replacing human labor with AI-
generated content or services?  

• Considering that many outsourced workers are in developing countries, what could be the 
economic impact of AI on these regions? How might this affect the global economic 
balance?  

• What strategies can freelancers and contract workers employ to adapt to the increasing 
use of AI in their fields? 

 
 
FinTech 1:  Mobile Money & Payments (3/14) 
 
Readings 
 

• Suri, T., & Jack, W. (2016). “The long-run poverty and gender impacts of mobile 
money.” Science, 354(6317), 1288-1292.  



• Lashitew, A. A., van Tulder, R., & Liasse, Y. (2019). Mobile phones for financial 
inclusion: What explains the diffusion of mobile money innovations? Research 
Policy, 48(5), 1201-1215.  

• [OPTIONAL] Wieser, C., Bruhn, M., Kinzinger, J. P., Ruckteschler, C. S., & Heitmann, 
S. (2019). The impact of mobile money on poor rural households: Experimental evidence 
from Uganda. World Bank Policy Research Working Paper, (8913). 

• [OPTIONAL] Piper, Kelsey. “What Kenya can teach its neighbors — and the US — 
about improving the lives of the ‘unbanked’”. Vox (2020). 

• [OPTIONAL] Srouji, J. (2020). Digital payments, the cashless economy, and financial 
inclusion in the United Arab Emirates: Why is everyone still transacting in cash?. Journal 
of Risk and Financial Management, 13(11), 260. 

• Recommended Listening: “Amadou Sy: Fintech Breaking Down Barriers in Africa,” IMF 
Podcasts, <https://www.imf.org/en/News/Podcasts/All-Podcasts/2019/02/13/fintech-
amadou-sy> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• What factors contribute to the varying adoption rates of mobile money services across 
different countries? Discuss the role of institutional and economic factors in this context. 

• How did M-Pesa become one of the world's most successful mobile money services? 
Analyze the interplay of regulatory, institutional, and private sector factors in its success. 

• Despite the apparent suitability of mobile money for developing countries, its success has 
been uneven. What are the potential barriers or challenges that hinder the widespread 
adoption of mobile money services? 

• Compare the development and diffusion of mobile money services in different regions 
(e.g., Sub-Saharan Africa vs. Southeast Asia). What lessons can be learned from these 
comparisons? 

 
 
FinTech 2:  Lending, Insurance, and Other Financial Products (3/19) 
 
Readings 
 

• Berg, T., Fuster, A., & Puri, M. (2022). “Fintech Lending.” Annual Review of Financial 
Economics, 14, 187-207. 

• Di Maggio, M., Ratnadiwakara, D., & Carmichael, D. (2022). Invisible primes: Fintech 
lending with alternative data. National Bureau of Economic Research.  

• [OPTIONAL] Ben-David, I., Johnson, M. J., & Stulz, R. M. (2021). Why did small 
business Fintech lending dry up during March 2020?. National Bureau of Economic 
Research.  

• [OPTIONAL] Lin, L., & Chen, C. (2020). The promise and perils of 
InsurTech. Singapore Journal of Legal Studies, (Mar 2020), 115-142.  

• Recommended Listening: “African FinTech lending - How consumer loan platforms are 
providing credit across Africa,” Afrobility Podcast, 
<https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/32-african-fintech-lending-how-consumer-loan-
platforms/id1518673025?i=1000527436864> 



 
Discussion Questions 
 

• What are the key regulatory challenges faced by fintech lending and insurance companies 
in developing countries? 

• What strategies do fintech companies employ to manage credit risk, especially in markets 
with limited credit history data? 

• Compare and contrast the roles of microfinance institutions and fintech lending platforms 
in providing financial services to underserved populations. 

• How do fintech lending and insurance platforms ensure consumer protection and build 
trust among users, especially in regions with high skepticism towards non-traditional 
financial services? 

 
 
Healthcare (3/21)  
 
Readings 
 

• Koning, Rembrand, and Namrata Arora. "mPharma (A) and (B)." Harvard Business 
School Case, March 2022. 

• [OPTIONAL] Khanna, Tarun. Trust: Creating the Foundation for Entrepreneurship in 
Developing Countries. Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2018. (Chapter 2: “The Mindset 
Change.”) 

• [OPTIONAL] Botti-Lodovico, Y., & Sabeti, P. “Breakthrough technologies for pandemic 
preparedness.” Breakthrough, Chapter 2. Brookings Institution Press (2022). 

• Recommended Listening: “High Tech Health”, Disrupt Podcast, 
<https://soundcloud.com/disruptafricapodcast/dp-5-high-tech-health-nnena-nkongho-and-
corporates-offer-startups-a-helping-hand> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• What are some of the unique challenges inherent in the provision of healthcare versus 
other types of goods? 

• What are some of the ways in which healthcare innovations can piggyback on existing 
technology and infrastructure to lower costs? 

• Discuss the potential risks and rewards associated with a private company like mPharma 
taking over the management of a struggling state medicines distribution agency in a 
developing country. 

• How has the Covid-19 pandemic shifted the global landscape of healthcare innovation? 
 
 
Energy (3/26) 
 
 
Readings 
 



• Grimm, Michael, et al. "A first step up the energy ladder? Low cost solar kits and 
household’s welfare in rural Rwanda." The World Bank Economic Review 31.3 (2017): 
631-649.  

• [Introduction and Conclusion only] Dang, Hai-Anh, and Trong-Anh Trinh. "Does 
Hotter Temperature Increase Poverty? Global Evidence from Subnational Data 
Analysis." (2022). Working Paper. 

• [OPTIONAL] Modi, Vijay. “Too Cheap to Meter: The Promise of Unstored Solar 
Power.” Breakthrough, Chapter 4. Brookings Institution Press (2022). 

• Recommended Listening: “Unpacking Africa's Solar Power Revolution With Chad 
Larson Of M-KOPA Solar,” African Tech Roundup, <https://soundcloud.com/african-
tech-round-up/89-unpacking-africas-solar-power-revolution-with-chad-larson-of-m-kopa-
solar> 
 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• What are some of the infrastructure challenges inherent to electrifying rural areas in 
developing countries? 

• Discuss the centrality of pay-as-you-go (PAYG) systems to solar offerings like M-Kopa. 
• How does the increase in temperature correlate with the rise in poverty, as suggested by 

Dang and Trong-Ahn’s (2022) findings? Discuss the mechanisms through which hotter 
temperatures might exacerbate poverty. 

 
 
Agribusiness (3/28) 
 
 
Readings 
 

• Goh, Lesly. “How AgriTech Is Transforming Traditional Agriculture in Emerging 
Markets.” Breakthrough, Chapter 7. Brookings Institution Press (2022). 

• [OPTIONAL] “Scaling Agritech at the Last Mile: Converging Efforts for Farmers’ 
Prosperity.” World Economic Forum Insight Report (2023). 

• Recommended Listening: “African AgriTech - Early opportunities for technology to scale 
Agriculture across Africa,” Afrobility Podcast, 
<https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/26-african-agritech-early-opportunities-for-
technology/id1518673025?i=1000516058767> 
 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• How do digital technologies like AI, IoT, and mobile platforms transform traditional 
agricultural practices in emerging markets? What are the key benefits and potential 
drawbacks of this transformation? 

• What are the main challenges in scaling AgriTech solutions in emerging markets? How 
can these challenges be overcome, and what opportunities do they present? 



• Analyze the proposed role of Agriculture Innovation Hubs in countries like Indonesia. 
How can these hubs facilitate the growth and development of the agribusiness sector? 
 
 

 
Logistics (4/2) 
 
Readings 
 

• Twilley, Nicola. "The Cold Rush." The New Yorker (2022). 
• Iacovone, L., & McKenzie, D. (2022). “Shortening supply chains: Experimental evidence 

from fruit and vegetable vendors in Bogota.” Economic Development and Cultural 
Change, 71(1), 111-149. 

• [OPTIONAL] “A Flotilla of Startups Wants to Streamline Global Supply Chains.” The 
Economist (2022).  

• [OPTIONAL] Georgiadis, Philip. “Distribution Groups Grapple to Reduce their Carbon 
Footprints.” Financial Times (2021). 

• Recommended Listening: “Bridging Gaps In Food and Market Security Across Africa ft. 
Caine Wanjau,” Tech For Granted (2021). 
<https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/musings-and-monologues-episode-5-bridging-
gaps-in/id1459643488?i=1000536509165> 
 

Discussion Questions 
 

• How would you map out the landscape of logistics innovation? What do you see as some 
of the most promising subareas for entrepreneurial firms? 

• Discuss the difficulties in maintaining the cold chain in regions like rural Rwanda. 
• How do efforts to digitize global supply chains intersect with decarbonization goals? 
• Evaluate the role of technology in solving coordination issues among small retailers. 

 
 
 
 
Part 3: Regional Spotlights 
 
 
Africa (4/4) 
 
 
Readings 
 

• Tafese, T. (2022). “Digital Africa: How Big Tech and African Startups Are Reshaping 
the Continent.” Hamburg: German Institute for Global and Area Studies (GIGA) -
Leibniz-Institut für Globale und Regionale Studien, Institut für Afrika-Studien. 

• Leke, Acha, and Saf Yeboah-Amankwah. "Africa: A Crucible for Creativity." Harvard 
Business Review (2018): 116-126. 



• [OPTIONAL]  Hersman, Erik. "Mobilizing Tech Entrepreneurs in Africa." Innovations: 
Technology, Governance, Globalization 7.4 (2012): 59-67. 

• [OPTIONAL] Albert, Eleanor. “Backgrounder: China in Africa.” Council on Foreign 
Relations <https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-africa> 

• Recommended Listening: “Acha Leke: Chairman of McKinsey & Co Africa,” Africa 
State of Mind, <https://omny.fm/shows/life-podcasts/acha-leke-chairman-of-mckinsey-
co-africa> 
 
 

Discussion Questions 
 

• Discuss some of the challenges and opportunities related to manufacturing and food 
production on the African continent. 

• Consider the commonly cited hubs for innovation on the continent – e.g., Lagos, Nairobi, 
Johannesburg – and write about some of the advantages and disadvantages of these 
ecosystems. 

• What are some of the differences and barriers between Anglophone and Francophone 
Africa? 

• Discuss the complexities and importance of the Sino-African relationship. 
 
 
Latin America (4/9) 
 
 
Readings 
 

• “Nubank: Democratizing Financial Services.” HBS Case (2021). 
• [OPTIONAL] Webber, Jude and Federica Cocco. “Latin America Tested by Lack of 

Medium Companies and Middle Class.” Financial Times (2019). 
• [OPTIONAL] Pooler, Michael. “Brazil counts success with Pix payments tool.” 

Financial Times (2023). 
• Recommended Listening: “Fueling innovation and filling gaps in Latin America,” 

McKinsey on Startups Podcast, <https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-
media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/fueling-innovation-and-filling-gaps-in-latin-
america> 

• Recommended Listening (for Spanish speakers): episodes of En Contxto 
<https://contxto.com/en/en-contxto/> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• Discuss Nubank’s founding team. How did their prior experience prime theme for 
Nubank’s development? What complementarities exist between the founders? 

• What do you view as Nubank’s most promising pathways for expansion, both 
geographically in Latin America and into different financial products? 

• How can “missing middles” hold back the productivity of a region? 



• Discuss some of the challenges of expanding throughout the Latin American region, 
based upon the country of origin. 

 
 
South Asia (4/11) 
 
 
Readings 
 

• Carriere-Swallow, M. Y., Haksar, M. V., & Patnam, M. (2021). “India’s approach to 
open banking: some implications for financial inclusion.” International Monetary Fund. 

• [OPTIONAL] Dang, Geetika. “Sustainable and Inclusive Growth in South Asia.” 
Brookings (2019). <https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2019/11/25/sustainable-
and-inclusive-growth-in-south-asia/>.  

• [OPTIONAL] Basu, Kaushik. “Why is Bangladesh Booming?” Brookings (2018). 
<https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/why-is-bangladesh-booming/>. 

• Recommended Listening: “Nandan Nilekani - Building the India Stack: UPI, Aadhar and 
Data Empowerment,” Return on India Podcast, 
<https://www.joincolossus.com/episodes/86607830/nilekani-inspiring-the-next-
generation> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• What are the key components of the India Stack, and how do they collectively contribute 
to the transformation of the financial sector in India?  

• How does India's approach to open banking and financial inclusion compare with similar 
initiatives in other countries? What lessons can be learned from these comparisons?  

• How do the economic and political dynamics of the South Asian region influence the 
adoption and effectiveness of digital banking and financial inclusion strategies? 

• What role can regional organizations (like SAARC) play in promoting and harmonizing 
digital banking and financial inclusion efforts across South Asia? 

 
 
Southeast Asia (4/13) 
 
 
Readings 
 

• “Grab vs. Uber vs. Go-Jek: Digital Platform-based International Competition in South 
East Asia.” INSEAD Case (2018). 

• Ruehl, Mercedes. “Asian tech rivals pare back ‘superapp’ approach as losses mount.” 
Financial Times (2023).  

• [OPTIONAL] Rumengan, Joan Aurelia. “A traveler’s dream: Cash-free payment systems 
link up across Southeast Asia.” Rest of World (2023). 



• Recommended Listening: “Gojek vs Grab - Dawn of the Super App with Jon Russell,” 
Analyze Asia with Bernard Leong, <https://analyse.asia/2019/05/10/episode-297-gojek-
vs-grab-dawn-of-the-super-app-with-jon-russell/> 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

• What is unique about the market in Southeast Asia, and what are some of the factors that 
have led to the rise of “super-apps” like the ones we see in the case? 

o Do you think we will see a continued retreat in the super-app approach? Why or 
why not? 

• What role do large investors like SoftBank play in shaping competition between major 
regional players in a nascent industry like ridesharing? 

• Discuss some of the ways in which Grab and Go-Jek instituted a tailored or “hyperlocal” 
strategy. 

 
 
 
 
Final Class: Reading Group Salon (4/18) 
 
 


